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when yahoo investigated, it found the users claims to be 100% accurate. but it could not find any
indication of how shinyhunter had gotten the information. the experts hired by yahoo found it highly

unlikely that any outsider would be able to access such a high volume of personal information with no
means of detection. yahoo considered shutting down its online businesses in order to prevent a credit-
card breach and an identity-theft attack, but instead kept the website up and running. in 2016, yahoo

hired verizon to upgrade their surveillance and online-security systems. cybersecurity experts repeatedly
told yahoo, beginning in january 2017, that an "astute criminal or state actor" had obtained "hundreds of

millions" of online accounts. those warnings were revealed in a company memo. the cyber-security
experts who warned about the data-breach threat and heightened identity-theft risk lacked detailed

knowledge of the plotters, and lacked access to the hackers' plans. some of these experts even joked
with business insider about how the hackers were "right." one said that if he were the hackers, he would

have simply tried to sell the list or use it for blackmail. but as that initial wave of yahoo data-breach
warnings became increasingly dire, yahoo executives pushed back, insisting the breach was not serious

and that many of the victims had not suffered any damage. yahoo began suing its former executives
when it became apparent the extent of the data breach. the company filed suit in a virginia federal court

on aug. 28th, just days after filing a similar suit in the uk, where british law applies.
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